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Château  
LA BRAULTERIE DE PEYRAUD 2010 

 

Blaye Côtes de Bordeaux red 
 
 
 

 
Grape characteristics 
 

The grapes that go into Château LA BRAULTERIE DE PEYRAUD are all grown on the highest point of 
the appellation. They all benefit from a gravelly soil that means good heat for the grapes, 
reinforced by a clay sub-soil. To ensure optimum maturity and concentration, the grapes are well 
aerated, and protected from disease as gently as possible, through sustainable viticulture. They are 
carefully watched over every single day on the run up to harvest.  
 
 
Characteristics of the wine and vinification method 
 

The Château  LA BRAULTERIE DE PEYRAUD no exception to the tradition of Bordeaux, is a blended 
wine. You will find this wine a good balance, fine tannins brought by Merlot (75%) and supported 
by the cabernet sauvignon and 25%. Born into a traditional Bordeaux winemaking with maceration 
up to 21 days. It has a barrel aging (3 to 5 wines) for 1 year, which gives it a slightly wooded, 
giving a beautiful aromatic complexity. It is then bottled by us.
 
The key attributes of Château LA BRAULTERIE DE PEYRAUD 
 

Our chateau's main wine, it sits well alongside the other Côtes de Bordeaux ; perfect for Bordeaux 
wine lovers who like to drink wines young, because we ensure our tannins are smooth and supple.  
 
Vintage characteristics  
 

As 2009 the vintage  2010 is exceptional. One defers very warm and sunny season, allowed we 
obtain a grapes harvest with a very good maturity. The Château La Braulterie de Peyraud 2010 is a 
rich, powerful wine, in the silky tannins and in the aromas of ripe fruits. 
 
Available sizes and finishes  
 

Bottle of 75 cl tradition reference 
Back label (customizable) 
Box of 12 bottles reinforced  
Pallet of 600 bottles, 80/120 Europe  
 
Quantity produced 
 

30 000 bottles 
 
Quantity available 
 

10 000 bottles 
 
 
Contact 
 

Château Sarl LA BRAULTERIE-MORISSET 
 

Olivier DAVID  
Les Graves 33390 BERSON - France 
 
Phone  Mobile 
0033 (0)5 57 64 39 51 06 71 01 19 10  
 
Fax  
0033 (0)5 57 64 23 60  
 
Web site Email 
www.braulterie.com    braulterie@wanadoo.fr 


